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Molecular exchange-correlation Kohn–Sham potential and energy
density from ab initio first- and second-order density matrices: Examples
for XH (X5Li, B, F)

Oleg V. Gritsenko, Robert van Leeuwen, and Evert Jan Baerends
Afdeling Theoretische Chemie, Vrije Universiteit, De Boelelaan 1083, 1081 HV, Amsterdam,
The Netherlands

~Received 25 January 1996; accepted 1 March 1996!

The molecular Kohn–Sham exchange-correlation potentialvxc and the energy densityexc have been
constructed fromab initio first- and second-order density matrices for the series XH~X5Li, B, F!.
The way various effects of electronic structure and electron correlation manifest themselves in the
shape ofvxc and exc has been analyzed by their decomposition into various components; the
potential of the exchange-correlation hole, the kinetic component and~in the case ofvxc! the
‘‘response’’ component. The kinetic energy of noninteracting particlesTs , the kinetic part of the
exchange-correlation energyTc , and the energy of the highest occupied molecular orbitaleN have
been obtained with reasonable accuracy and the effect of bond formation on these functionals has
been studied.1 © 1996 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~96!03021-8#

I. INTRODUCTION

Key ingredients of the density functional theory~DFT!
~Refs. 1, 2! are the exchange-correlation energy functional
Exc@r# of a many-electron system,

Exc@r#5E r~r !exc~@r#;r !dr , ~1!

and the corresponding exchange-correlation Kohn–Sham
~KS! potentialvxc~@r#;r !,

vxc~@r#;r !5
dExc@r#

dr~r !
, ~2!

the latter represents the local effect of electron exchange and
Coulomb correlation in the one-electron KS equations~Har-
tree atomic units will be used throughout the paper!

$2 1
2 ¹21vext~r !1vH~r !1vxc~r !%f i~r !5e if i~r !, ~3!

(
i51

N

uf i~r !u25r~r !. ~4!

Exc@r# is expressed in Eq.~1! as an integral of the exchange-
correlation energy density per particleexc~@r#;r !, while
vxc~@r#;r ! is defined in Eq.~2! as a functional derivative of
Exc@r# with respect to the electron densityr~r !. In Eq. ~3!
vext is the external potential,vH is the Hartree potential of
the electrostatic electron repulsion,N is the number of elec-
trons in the system, and the occupied KS orbitalsfi yield r
via Eq. ~4!.

The exact functional form ofvxc and exc is not known.
However, several methods have been proposed3–10 to con-
struct vxc numerically using an essentially accurater from
ab initio calculations. Hitherto, all these methods have been
applied to few-electron atomic systems and only recently the

first example of avxc has been obtained with the method of
Ref. 9 for a molecular system withN.2, namely, the LiH
molecule.11

For the analysis of electron interaction and for efficient
DFT approximation ofvxc it is useful to decomposevxc into
various components related to the electronic structure. In
particular, one can decomposevxc into the ‘‘energy’’ and
‘‘response’’ components.12 The former, namely, the potential
of the exchange-correlation holevxc

hole and the potential
vc,kin , representing the effect of Coulomb correlation on the
kinetic functional, contribute also to the exchange-
correlation energy functional. The latter represent ‘‘re-
sponse’’ effects onvxc

hole andvc,kin and do not contribute to
Exc@r#. Such a decomposition has been carried out12 for the
atomic exchange-only potentials of the optimized potential
model ~OPM! ~Refs. 13–15! and also forvxc of the two-
electron He atom and H2 molecule.

16 However, to our best
knowledge,vxc for systems withN.2 have never been ana-
lyzed in this way.

Unlike vxc , which is defined uniquely~up to a constant!
for a given system with Eq.~2!, exc is not defined uniquely
with Eq. ~1!, since the sameExc can be obtained with differ-
ent functionsexc~r ! andexc8 (r ) 5 exc(r ) 1 f (r ) whose differ-
encef (r ) integrates to zero

E r~r ! f ~r !dr50. ~5!

Nevertheless, in order to perform a consistent analysis of
correlation effects and to provide a physically reasonable
modeling ofexc one can choose some suitable definition of
exc~r !. In particular, one can expressexc as a combination of
vxc
hole andvc,kin ~Ref. 17!. ~See also the next section for this

definition.! A procedure to constructexc from ab initio first-
and second-order density matrices has been proposed in Ref.
17 and examples of the correlation energy densityec have
been obtained for the two-electron systems He and H2.
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This paper presents molecularvxc and exc constructed
from ab initio first- and second-order density matrices for the
closed-shell monohydrides of elements of the second period
LiH, BH, and HF. The corresponding KS energy character-
istics such as the kinetic energy of noninteracting particles
Ts , the kinetic part of the correlation energyTc and the
energy of the highest occupied molecular orbital~HOMO! eN
are also calculated and discussed. The relation between the
form of vxc and the molecular electronic structure is analyzed
via the decomposition ofvxc into vxc

hole, vc,kin and the re-
sponse potential.

II. PARTITIONING OF vxc AND exc

To defineexc and to provide a partitioning forvxc , we
use the following expression forExc@r#;12,17

Exc@r#5Wxc@r#1Tc@r#, ~6!

Wxc@r#5
1

2 E r~r !vxc
hole~r !dr , ~7!

Tc@r#5E r~r !@vkin~r !2vs,kin~r !#dr . ~8!

The first term of Eq.~6! is the potential~i.e., electron–
electron interaction! contributionWxc to Exc with vxc

hole in Eq.
~7! being the potential of the exchange-correlation hole,

vxc
hole~r1!5E r2~r1 ,r2!2r~r1!r~r2!

ur12r2ur~r1!
dr2

5E r~r2!@g~r1 ,r2!21#

ur12r2u
dr2 . ~9!

In Eq. ~9! r2~r1,r2! andg~r1,r2! are the diagonal part of the
second-order density matrix and the pair-correlation function
with the electron interactionl/r 12 at full strength,l51. The
second term of Eq.~6! is the kinetic contributionTc to Exc
with the local potentialvkin~r ! being defined as follows:16

vkin~r1!5
1

2 E u¹1F~s1 ,x2 ,...,xNur1!u2ds1dx2•••dxN

5
¹18¹1r~r18 ,r1!ur185r1

2r~r1!
2

@¹r~r1!#
2

8r2~r1!
. ~10!

In Eq. ~10! F~s1,x2,...,xNur1! is the conditional probability
amplitude18 of the total wave function
C~x1,x2,...,xN!~$xi%5$r i ,si%, $r i% are the space and$si% are
the spin variables!

F~s1 ,x2 ,...,xNur1!5
C~x1 ,...,xN!

Ar~r1!/N
~11!

and r(r18 ,r1) is the first-order density matrix forl51.
F~s1,x2,...,xNur1! embodies all effects of electron correlation
~exchange as well as Coulomb! in that its square is the prob-
ability distribution of the remainingN21 electrons associ-
ated with positionsx2,...,xN when one electron is known to
be at r1. vkin can be interpreted16 as a measure of how
strongly the motion of the reference electron atr1 is corre-

lated with other electrons in the system, in the sense that it
reflects the magnitude of change inF with changingr1 ~so it
is a measure of thechangein correlation hole with reference
position r1!. vs,kin is defined analogously tovkin in terms of
the Kohn–Sham functions,16,19

vs,kin~r1!5
1

2 E u¹1Fs~s1 ,x2 ,...,xNur1!u2ds1dx2•••dxN

5
1

2 (
i51

N U¹1

f i~r1!

r1/2~r1!
U2, ~12!

Fs~s1 ,x2 ,...,xNur1!5
Cs~x1 ,...,xN!

Ar~r1!/N
. ~13!

From Eqs.~1!,~6!,~7!,~8! one can defineexc as follows:

exc~r !5 1
2 vxc

hole~r !1vc,kin~r !, ~14!

where

vc,kin~r !5vkin~r !2vs,kin~r !. ~15!

Note that this definition ofexc is in terms of unique potentials
that enter the Kohn–Sham equations and the effective poten-
tial for the density amplitudeAr, and that have a clear physi-
cal interpretation. In the DFT literature an alternative defini-
tion of exc is often used, in which it is expressed via an
integral over the coupling parameterl,20,21

exc~r1!5
1

2 E E
0

1 r~r2!@g
l~r1 ,r2!21#

ur12r2u
dldr2 . ~16!

In this paper, however, we choose definition~14! as more
convenient for our purpose, since in this case one does not
need to know the dependence ofgl on l.

Equation~14! provides also a partitioning ofvxc . Taking
the functional derivative Eq.~2! of Eq. ~6! leads to the fol-
lowing expression forvxc :

vxc~@r#;r !5vxc
hole~@r#;r !1vc,kin~@r#;r !1v resp~@r#;r !,

~17!

where

v resp~@r#;r !5vxc
hole,resp~@r#;r !1vc,kin

resp ~@r#;r !. ~18!

Here the potentialvxc
hole,respis an integral of the linear ‘‘re-

sponse’’ ofg~@r#;r1,r2!,dg~@r#;r1,r2!/dr~r3!

vxc
hole,resp~@r#;r3!5

1

2 E r~r1!r~r2!

ur12r2u
dg~@r#;r1 ,r2!

dr~r3!
dr1dr2 .

~19!

It is a measure of the sensitivity of the pair-correlation func-
tion to density variations. These density variations may be
understood in the following way. If the density changes to
~v-representable! r1dr, then according to the Hohenberg–
Kohn theorem this changed density corresponds uniquely to
an external potentialvext1dvext. For the system with exter-
nal potentialvext1dvext we have the corresponding Kohn–
Sham system and the pair-correlation function
g~@r1dr#;r1,r2!. So the derivative occurring in the response
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potential~19! may be regarded as the linear response ofg to
density changedr caused by potential changedvext.

vc,kin
resp is the response of the potentialvc,kin to density

variation

vc,kin
resp ~@r#;r1!5E r~r2!

dvc,kin~@r#;r2!

dr~r1!
dr2 . ~20!

From Eqs.~14!,~17! a relation follows betweenvxc , andexc ,

vxc~r !52exc~r !2vc,kin~r !1v resp~r !. ~21!

In the next section a procedure will be presented for the
numerical construction ofvxc and exc as well as their com-
ponents from the correlatedab initio first- and second-order
density matrices.

III. CONSTRUCTION OF vxc AND exc

To constructvxc , exc and their components, the first-
order density matrixr~r 8,r !, its diagonal partr~r ! and the
diagonal partr2~r1,r2! of the second-order density matrix
from ab initio calculations are used as the input functions. In
our actual implementation16 these functions are represented
as matrices in the basis of the Hartree–Fock MO’s. A
scheme for the numerical construction consists of the follow-
ing steps.11

~1! For a given grid$r i% the Hartree potentialvH~r i! is cal-
culated from the correlated densityr~r !, vkin~r i! is cal-
culated fromr~r 8,r ! via Eq. ~10! and vxc

hole~r i! is calcu-
lated fromr~r ! and r2~r1,r2! via Eq. ~9!. vkin and vxc

hole

are used for the analysis ofvxc and for the construction
of exc , while vH andvxc

hole are used in the procedure of
vxc construction as components of the starting potential
of electron interactionvel

0 .
~2! vxc~r i! and a set of KS orbitals$fi~r !% are obtained from

the correlatedr~r ! with an iterative procedure,9 starting
from some initial guessvel

0 for vel ,
vel~r i !5vH~r i !1vxc~r i !. ~22!

At themth iteration the KS equations~3! are solved with
the potentialvel

m ,

vel
m~r i !5 f m~r i !vel

m21~r i ! ~23!

calculated fromvel
m21 of the previous iteration with the

correction factorf m , the latter being the ratio of the den-
sity rm21 from the ~m21!th iteration and the givenr,

fm~r i !5
rm21~r i !

r~r i !
. ~24!

Then,rm21 in Eq. ~24! is replaced withrm obtained at
themth iteration and this procedure continues until fur-
ther iterations cease lowering the difference
urm~r i!2r~r i!u in the region of nonvanishing densities.
Finally, vxc~r i! is obtained by subtractingvH~r i! from the
resulting potential~22!. As was pointed out in Ref. 9,
this iterative procedure is not guaranteed to converge.
However, if it converges then its limit is unique as guar-
anteed by the Hohenberg–Kohn theorem applied to a
noninteracting electron system.22 In the calculations we
have used a slightly modified form Eq. of~24!,

fm~r i !5
rm21~r i !1a

r~r i !1a
, ~25!

with a50.5, which smooths out the effect of the remote
exponential density tails on the procedure.

~3! vc,kin(r i) is calculated fromvkin~r i!, r~r ! and $fi~r !% via
Eqs. ~12!–~15! andv resp~r i! is calculated by subtracting
vc,kin(r i) andvxc

hole~r i! from the constructedvxc~r i!.
~4! exc~r i! is obtained according to Eq.~14!. Implementation

of this scheme for the monohydrides LiH, BH, HF will
be discussed in the next sections.

IV. DETAILS OF CALCULATIONS FOR LH, BH, HF

The monohydrides XH~X5Li, B, F! have been chosen
because they form the simplest series of closed-shell mol-
ecules. For those molecules accurate empirical estimates of
the Coulomb correlation energiesEc

e are available.23 The
correlated wave functions for XH have been obtained with
singly and doubly excited configuration interaction~SDCI!
calculations of the ground states at equilibrium distances
R~Li–H!53.015 a.u.,R~B–H!52.330 a.u.,R~H–F!51.733
a.u.. Calculations have been performed within the direct CI
approach by means of theATMOL package.24

A basis of contracted Gaussian functions25 has been used
with five s- and twop-type functions for H, sevens- and
four p-type functions for Li, and sevens-, four p- and two
d-type functions for B and F. For H an extra valence polar-
ization d-function with the exponenta51.0 and for Li two
such functions with the exponentsa50.36 anda50.15 have
been used. In order to better take into account the correlation
effects for core electrons, this basis has been augmented for
X with two localized polarizationp- and twod-functions of
the core size, whose exponents were set equal to those of the
second most localized contracteds-function of the basis.25

The increase in the absolute value of the correlation energy
due to inclusion of core polarization functions amounts to
6% of Ec

e for LiH, 14% for BH, and 8% for HF, so that the
SDCI calculations recover 93% ofEc

e for LiH, 90% for BH,
and 78% for HF.

Calculation ofr~r 8,r ! andr2~r1,r2! from the SDCI wave
functions with the subsequent construction ofvxc , exc and
their components has been performed in the same basis of
MO’s as the SDCI calculations by means of a special density
functional extension16,26 of the ab initio ATMOL package.
Matrix elements ofvel

m in this basis have been calculated
using a numerical integration with grids according to Ref.
27.

To obtainvxc and$fi% via the procedure~22!–~25!, two
alternative initial potentialsvel

0 ,

vel
0 ~@r#;r !5vH~@r#;r !1vxc

0 ~@r#;r !, ~26!

vel
0 ~@r#;r !5vH~@r#;r !1vxc

hole~@r#;r !1v resp
0 ~@r#;r !,

~27!

have been employed. In Eqs.~26!, ~27! vH andvxc
hole are the

rigorous Hartree potential and exchange-correlation hole po-
tential calculated from the correlatedr~r ! and r2~r1,r2!,
while vxc

0 andv resp
0 are the following approximations:28
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vxc
0 ~@r#;r !5vXa~r;r !12ex

B~r,u¹ru;r !12ec
VWN~r;r !,

~28!

v resp
0 ~@r#;r !50.382(

i51

N

Am2e i
uf i~r !u2

r~r !
. ~29!

In Eq. ~28! vXa is the exchange-correlationXa potential,29

ex
B is the exchange energy density gradient correction of
Becke,30 andec

VWN is the local density approximation~LDA !
of Vosko, Wilk, and Nusair31 for the correlation energy den-
sity. The parametera of vXa is chosen from the following
fitting condition:

@2 1
2 ¹21vext~r !1vel

0 ~r !#fN~r !52I pfN~r !, ~30!

where fN is the highest occupied Kohn–Sham molecular
orbital ~HOMO! andI p is the experimental ionization energy
of the molecule. The Kohn–Sham calculation with this opti-
mized potential may also be used to constructv resp

0 of Eq.
~29!, which is the KS orbital dependent approximation28 for
v resp with ei being the energy of the KS orbitalf i and m
being the Fermi level of a given system, which is equal to the
energy of the HOMOm5eN . Both potentials~26! and ~27!
have a proper long-range Coulombic asymptotics
vel
0→2~Z21!/ur u.
For the lighter monohydrides LiH and BH the results

obtained depend only slightly on the type of the initial guess
used, with Eq. ~26! providing a somewhat better final
HOMO energy. This is probably due to the for this property
‘‘perfect’’ starting potential@cf. Eq. ~30!#. After 45–50 itera-
tions the procedure~22!–~25! has reached its saturation state,
with no further discernible change of results. The densities
obtained agree with the correlatedr within 0.1% in the re-
gion of nonvanishing densities. Similar accuracy foreN ~and
r! may probably be obtained with the starting potential of
Eq. ~27! by varying the constant inv resp

0 @Eq. ~29!# so as to
start with the accurateeN52I p , but we are satisfied with the
solution obtained with the initial guess~26!. The results ob-
tained with this starting potential will be presented in the
next section.

For the heavier HF system the initial potential~26! ap-
pears to overestimate substantially the attractive character of
vxc near the F nucleus. The subsequent iterative procedure
has not been able to remove this defect and it has not reached
its saturation state even after 100 iterations. The resultingvxc
appears to be very close tovxc

hole near the F nucleus. Since it
is known12,28 that the response potentialv resp5 vxc 2 vxc

hole

2 vc,kin is fairly large and positive in the 1s region~see Fig.
8 below!, andvc,kin is much smaller~cf. Fig. 7!, vxc is obvi-
ously somewhat deficient. On the other hand, with the initial
guess~27! for HF, which does build in correctly this repul-
sive term in the 1s region @cf. Eq. ~29!# from the start, the
procedure did approach its saturation state with the resulting
vxc being appreciably less attractive thanvxc

hole near the F
nucleus. The results for HF obtained with the initial guess
~27! will be presented in the next sections.

V. KOHN–SHAM ENERGY CHARACTERISTICS

Table I presents various energy characteristics for the
KS orbitals$fi~r !%, which have been obtained with the pro-
cedure~22!–~25!. The first is the HOMO energyeN . Accord-
ing to Refs. 33–36, an accurate HOMO energyeN is equal to
minus the ionization potential of the systemI p andeN values
obtained for XH are indeed close to the experimental2I p
values~see Table I!. In this respect it is informative to con-
sider the evolution we observed ofeN calculated for LiH and
BH during the cycles of the iteration procedure. Starting
from the valueeN

052I p @because of the fitting condition
~30!#, eN departs from2I p at the first few iterations with
simultaneous lowering of the calculated KS kinetic energy
Ts and then goes back to the value2I p at the subsequent
iterations.

Table I also presents the kinetic energy of the KS system
Ts ,

Ts52
1

2 (
i51

N E f i* ~r !¹2f i~r !dr ~31!

and the kinetic part of the exchange-correlation energyTc ,
where we indicate the fact that we are dealing with an ap-
proximation to this quantity by a CI calculation by way of
the superscript CI,

Tc
CI5TCI2Ts5E r~r !vc,kin~r !dr . ~32!

Since the DFT definition of correlation energy deviates
from the conventional one, which is always with respect to
the Hartree–Fock energy as the reference, we will denote the
conventional quantities with the subscript HF,

Ec,HF5E2EHF,

Tc,HF5T2THF. ~33!

Due to the virial theorem these exact quantities are equal

Tc,HF
Ec,HF

521. ~34!

The approximation to the exact conventional correlation en-
ergy that we obtain from our SDCI calculation,Ec,HF

CI , may

TABLE I. Kohn–Sham energy characteristics~a.u.!.

LiH BH HF

eHOMO 20.284 20.359 20.585
2I p 20.283 20.359 20.589
Ts 8.001 25.153 100.072
THF 7.993 25.119 100.027
TCI 8.058 25.252 100.309
Tc
CI 0.057 0.099 0.237

Tc
e 0.061 0.110 0.304

Tc
CI/Tc,HF

CI 0.88 0.75 0.84
DTs 0.061 0.093 0.102
DTc 0.023 0.012 0.050
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be compared to the known exact values,23,32 to obtain im-
proved estimates from the CI approximations toTcHF and to
Tc ,

Tc,HF
e 5Tc,HF

CI Ec,HF

Ec,HF
CI ,

Tc
e5Tc

CI Ec,HF

Ec,HF
CI . ~35!

The correction factors are 1.075, 1.11, and 1.28 for LiH, BH,
and FH, respectively. The extrapolated values forTc , de-
noted with a superscripte ~cf. Table I!, are still approxima-
tions for two reasons. In the first place, applying the correc-
tion factor deduced from the correlation energies~exact and
CI! to just the kinetic part of the correlation energy is only
allowed if the virial theorem would also hold for the approxi-
mate CI, whereas it will only hold exactly for a full CI. In the
second place, the correction factor is not necessarily equal
for Tc,HF

CI andTc
CI . In particular, the extrapolation ofTc will

be dubious in systems that are not good Hartree–Fock cases,
i.e., where a single determinant is not a good first order ap-
proximation to the wave function, such as a dissociating
molecule. In such a caseTsmay differ strongly fromT

HF, cf.
Table II in Ref. 16.

It is interesting to consider in the present series of mol-
ecules, where Hartree–Fockis a reasonable first approxima-
tion, what actually the difference is betweenTs andTHF. The
KS kinetic functionalTs@r# minimizes the kinetic energy for
a Kohn–Sham determinant with the density constrained to
the correlated densityr. It is well known that the correlated
density is more contracted around the nuclei than the
Hartree–Fock density, which is extremely so in poor
Hartree–Fock cases like dissociating H2.

16,46 Due to this
contraction effect of correlation, the minimal energyTs is
still higher thanTHF. Although the difference is not large
percentage wise~see Table I!, it is not negligible on the scale
of the difference betweenTCI andTs, i.e., Tc . As a result,
the ratioTc

CI/Tc,HF
CI is consistently lower than 1 for XH rang-

ing from 0.75 for BH to 0.88 for LiH. We may expect this
ratio to be closer to 1 in the corresponding atoms, since the
atoms X are closer to the limiting case of tightly bound, good
Hartree–Fock systems.

One can study the effect of bond formation on the ki-
netic functionals by comparison ofTs andTc

e values obtained
at the equilibrium X–H distance with the sum of atomic
values for X and H. For the one-electron H atomTc

e~H!50
and the KS system coincides with the exact one, so that,
according to the virial theorem,Ts~H! is equal to minus the
total energy of the H atomTs~H!50.5 a.u. TakingTs~X!
values from Ref. 37 and extractingTc

e~X! values from the
data reported in this reference, we obtain the differences

DTs5Ts~XH!2Ts~X!20.5, ~36!

DTc5Tc
e~XH!2Tc

e~X!, ~37!

which are presented in Table I. We note that the atomic data
in Ref. 37 are approximate since the atoms are open shell
systems that have been treated using sherical averaging.

For the series XH~X5Li, B, F! the differenceDTs is a
positive quantity, which increases monotonically from 0.061
a.u. for LiH to 0.093 a.u. for BH and to 0.102 a.u. for HF.
The positive sign ofDTs is in line with the positive sign of
the exact as well as Hartree–Fock values for the kinetic en-
ergy change upon bond formation. It reflects contraction of
the KS orbitals occurring at bond distances close toRe . This
can be understood, if we rewrite the expression~31! for Ts in
the gradient form,1

Ts5
1

2 (
i51

N E u¹f i~r !u2dr . ~38!

The more localized the KS orbitals are, the higher are their
gradients, which leads, according to Eq.~38! to increase of
Ts . The energetical effect of the orbital contraction increases
with increasing nuclear charge of the X atom. The kinetic
energy effects due to bond formation, in particular the low-
ering of the kinetic energy at long distances and the orbital
contraction and concomitant kinetic energy rise atR'Re

have been studied in the classical papers by Ruedenberg
et al. on H2

1 and H2.
38,39 An analysis of kinetic energy ef-

fects for individual Kohn–Sham orbitals describing various
bond types~s andp! at long and short distances has been
given in Ref. 40.

The differenceDTc reflects the effect of bond formation
on the kinetic part of the correlation functional. UnlikeDTs ,
it changes nonmonotonically in the series XH;DTc is mini-
mal for BH ~0.012 a.u.!, it is larger for LiH ~0.023 a.u.!, and
it has the largest value 0.050 a.u. for HF. Note the same
trend for the differenceDEcHF5 Ec,HF(XH) 2 Ec,HF(X) of the
conventional total correlation energies,23 which have the val-
ues 0.038, 0.028, and 0.064 a.u. for LiH, BH, and HF, re-
spectively. This is not surprising, because the conventional
exact quantitiesTc,HF andEc,HF are equal on account of the
virial theorem, andTc is roughly proportional toTc,HF for
both atomic and molecular systems considered.

VI. POTENTIALS AND ENERGY DENSITIES

In Figs. 1–3 the molecular Kohn–Sham exchange-
correlation potentialsvxc constructed for the series XH~X
5Li, B, F! are compared with the potentials of the exchange-
correlation holevxc

hole. The potentials are plotted along the
bond axis, as functions of the distancez from the bond mid-
point. In all casesvxc is everywhere less attractive than the
correspondingvxc

hole. This is an anticipated trend since, ac-
cording to Eq.~17!, vxc can be obtained by addition ofv resp
and vc,kin to vxc

hole, and the former potentials are
expected12,16,42to be mainly repulsive.

The form of vxc resembles that ofvxc
hole, for instance,

both potentials have a deep well around the nucleus X. This
is simply due to the fact that at positionsr within the 1s shell
the exchange hole surroundingr is very close to minus the
1s density, leading to a strongly attractive potential. Still,
there exists a significant difference betweenvxc and vxc

hole;
while vxc

hole is a rather smooth potential,vxc displays a char-
acteristic structure. The most visible features ofvxc are the
local maxima~intershell peaks! between the core and valence
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regions. One can see them most clearly on the outer sides of
the B and F atoms with the maxima of the peaks being
placed atz521.90 a.u. andz521.22 a.u., respectively. The
outer-side intershell peak is more pronounced in the case of
the F atom in the HF molecule, while it is less pronounced
for B and it completely disappears for Li in the LiH mol-
ecule. The same trend is observed for the intershell peaks of
individual atoms X~see Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. 37!. Analogous
peaks are displayed on the inner, bonding sides of X in BH
and HF with the maxima atz520.45 a.u. andz520.50 a.u.,
respectively.vxc for LiH also exhibits a peak in the bonding
region, but its maximumz520.22 is closer to the bond mid-
point and this peak seems to be caused by a combination of
various correlation effects~see the discussion below!.

vxc displays also features in the valence region, which
can be related to the heteropolar nature of the diatomic
bonds, leading to anionic atoms Fd2 in HF and Hd2 in LiH.
Local wells invxc are discernable that ‘‘attract’’ electrons to
the electronegative atom. For HF this well surrounds the F
core just beyond the intershell peak and where the bond axis
intersects with the well local minima invxc are visible in Fig.
3 at z521.39 a.u. andz520.31 a.u. For LiH, this well
spans the region of the H atom~see Fig. 1! with the mini-
mum placed at the H nucleus~we neglect the small wiggle at
the H nucleus, which probably is an artefact of the iterative
procedure ofvxc construction!. These wells favor accumula-

tion of the electron density on the more electronegative at-
oms F ~in HF! and H ~in LiH !, thus providing the ionic
patterns of the electron distribution Hd1–Fd2 and Lid1–Hd2.
For BH, a molecule with a more covalent type of bonging,
vxc exhibits a more ‘‘covalent’’ pattern, having a flat shape
in the bonding region~see Fig. 2!.

In Figs. 4–6 the exchange-correlation energy densityexc
@as defined in Eq.~14! # is plotted for the series XH together
with its potential 12vxc

hole and kineticvc,kin components. It is
not surprising, that the form ofexc is determined primarily by
that of its potential component. Whilevc,kin represents a
Coulomb correlation effect,vxc

hole represents also the ex-
change, a dominating part of the total electronic exchange-
correlation. Still, a proper account of the pure Coulomb cor-
relation effect on both potential and kinetic functionals,
embodied in the Coulomb hole potentialvc

hole and invc,kin ,
is important for an adequate description of molecular sys-
tems, especially for one-electron properties of valence elec-
trons and for bonding properties.

In all casesexc has a deep and rather sharp well around
the X nucleus, caused by12vxc

hole, i.e., by the exchange hole in
the 1s shell, see above. However, the form ofexc in the
region of the H atom changes substantially within the series
XH. For LiH exc , just as its dominating component12vxc

hole,
has a distinct well around the H nucleus, while for BH such
a well becomes very shallow and for HF it completely dis-

FIG. 1. Kohn–Sham exchange-correlation potential and the potential of the
exchange-correlation hole for LiH.

FIG. 2. Kohn–Sham exchange-correlation potential and the potential of the
exchange-correlation hole for BH.
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appears. This trend reflects the above-mentioned effect of a
different ionicity of the H atom onvxc

hole, which is also the
dominating component ofvxc .

The kinetic partyc,kin of the exchange-correlation energy
density is small compared toexc , due to the large exchange
contribution to that quantity. Nevertheless, addition of
vc,kin to

1
2vxc

hole produces some structure inexc . One may men-
tion the distinct peak ofexc in the bond midpoint region of
LiH ~see Fig. 4! or its small intershell peak on the outer side
of the B atom in BH~see Fig. 5!. Still, because of the small
amplitude ofyc,kin , exc is everywhere rather close to12vxc

hole,
being less negative than12vxc

hole for the majority ofz values.
For largeruzu values bothexc and

1
2vxc

hole approach the Cou-
lombic asymptotics20.5/uzu.

In Figs. 7~a! and 7~b! the potentialsvc,kin are presented.
In order to make the comparison more clear, in Fig. 7~a! the
plot of vc,kin vs the scaled coordinatez851.29z ~1.29 is the
bond length ratio for LiH and BH! for BH is compared with
vc,kin(z) for LiH, so that the nuclear positions in both plots
coincide. Analogously, in Fig. 7~b! the plot vc,kin(z8),
z851.34z for HF is compared withvc,kin(z) for BH.

Figures 7~a! and 7~b! show thatvc,kin is an oscillating
function in the region of the atom X, the oscillations tend to
become more contracted with increasing atomic number of
X. Apart from this contraction,vc,kin displays some charac-
teristic patterns. Its most visible features are the positive

peaks in the intershell regions. One can see them, for ex-
ample, on the inner, bonding side of the X atom with the
maxima of the peaks being placed atz520.27 for LiH and
z8520.65 for BH in Fig. 7~a!, and atz520.50 for BH and
z8520.74 for HF in Fig. 7~b!. The peaks are higher and
closer to the nucleus for the heavier X, the latter feature
illustrates the abovementioned contraction of thevc,kin oscil-
lations. Note, that scaling of thez coordinate reduces the
visual effect of contraction, so that for the real, unscaled
coordinatez the contraction of oscillations is stronger.

Closer to the X nucleus, the peaks ofvc,kin are replaced
with negative wells of a lower amplitude~except for the
sharp peak at the nucleus mentioned before!. In the bonding
region vc,kin has a smoother behavior. It decreases in the
direction of the H atom, passing through a small local maxi-
mum in the bonding region. In this regionvc,kin is somewhat
reminiscent~especially for HF! of the corresponding poten-
tial for the H2 molecule at the equilibrium distance, which
has been constructed in Ref. 16.

This complicated behavior ofvc,kin reflects the fact that,
according to its definition ~15!, the relatively small
vc,kin(r1) is a difference of two larger potentials,vkin~r1! and
vs,kin(r1). In its turn, the latter difference is determined ac-
cording to Eqs.~10!, ~12! by the integrated difference of the
conditional amplitude gradientsu¹1F~s1,x2,...,xNur1!u

2 and
u¹1Fs~s1,x2,...,xNur1!u

2 or, in other words, by the relative sen-
sitivity of the total exchange-correlation hole and the pure
exchange~Fermi! hole in the distribution of other electrons

FIG. 3. Kohn–Sham exchange-correlation potential and the potential of the
exchange-correlation hole for HF.

FIG. 4. Exchange-correlation energy density and its kinetic and potential
components for LiH.
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to the displacement of the reference electron fromr1. If the
exchange-correlation hole associated withF~s1,x2,...,xNur1!
has a more substantial change of its form than the Fermi hole
associated withFs~s1,x2,...,xNur1!, vc,kin(r1) will be positive
and it will be close to zero if there is no or little Coulomb
correlation or even negative if the Coulomb hole variation
counteracts the Fermi hole variation so as to produce a
smaller sensitivity to the reference position of the total hole
than just the Fermi hole. Note, that in the exchange-only case
only electrons with the same spin as that of the reference
electron respond to its displacement. On the other hand, in
the exchange-correlation case electrons with both the same
and opposite spins change their distribution with the chang-
ing r1. Because of this,vc,kin(r1) is positive in the main
regions.

The maximum ofvc,kin in the 1s–2s intershell region
can be interpreted in the following way. It is well known that
the intershell peak invkin reflects the fact that the Fermi hole
‘‘jumps’’ from one shell to another accompanying the refer-
ence electron when it crosses the intershell border.43–45,16,46

Less is known about the Coulomb hole. From the results of
Ref. 46 it is clear that when the reference position is within a
shell ~like the 1s in He! the hole will have a contractive
shape when ther ref is in the outer part; spherical, negative
aroundr5ur refu, positive closer to the nucleus. When the ref-
erence position is at intermediate positions in the shell, the

hole has a polarization shape; negative aroundr ref , positive
at the other side of the nucleus. Whenr ref is close to the
nucleus, the hole acquires an expansive shape; spherical,
negative around the nucleus andr ref , positive in the outer
region. When the reference position moves~e.g., in Ne! out
of the 2s region into the 1s shell, the Coulomb hole almost
disappears from the 2s region and becomes purely polariza-
tionlike within the 1s shell ~Fig. 3.3 of Ref. 46!. This Cou-
lomb hole behavior enhances the ‘‘jump’’ of the exchange
hole from 2s,2p character to 1s character, which explains
the positive peak invc,kin in the 2s–1s border region. When
moving closer to the nucleus the hole stabilizes to a Fermi
part that is just minus the 1s density, and a Coulomb part
that is polarization like, andvc,kin becomes small~actually
somewhat negative!. Moving still closer to the nucleus we
observe again~smaller! peaks at both sides of the nucleus,
which become larger and considerably closer to the nucleus
in the series Li, B, F~in F they nearly coalesce!. While the
Fermi hole is stable at these reference positions, we conjec-
ture that these peaks are related to the change in Coulomb
hole from polarization to expansion shape. We have no ex-
planation for the sharp dip at the nucleus, which may be an
artefact of our procedure for constructingvxc , or may be
caused by the unphysical Gaussian shape of our CI density at
the nucleus.

The behavior ofvc,kin in the bonding region reflects the

FIG. 5. Exchange-correlation energy density and its kinetic and potential
components for BH.

FIG. 6. Exchange-correlation energy density and its kinetic and potential
components for HF.
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effect of the left–right correlation of electrons of a single
bond X–H. When the reference electron crosses the bond
midpoint, another electron has to switch from one atom to
the other due to the left–right correlation of electrons of a
single bond X–H. As a consequence, a bond midpoint peak
is expected to appear16 in vc,kin . Since there is no analogous
exchange effect,vc,kin is definitely positive in this region
with a small local maximum near the bond midpoint. How-
ever, as was shown in Ref. 16 for the case of the H2 mol-
ecule, the effect is small at the equilibrium geometry and
only for the dissociating molecule, where the left–right cor-
relation is strengthened by the strong near-degeneracy effect,
vc,kin developes a relatively high bond midpoint peak.

In Fig. 8 the response potentialsv respare plotted, which
have been obtained by subtraction ofvc,kin and vxc

hole from
vxc . Just as in the case ofvc,kin , v resp~z8!, z851.29z and
v resp~z9!, z951.74z are plotted for BH and HF respectively.
As was established in Ref. 12 within the exchange-only
OPM model,13,14,15the atomicvx

hole,respis a repulsive poten-
tial, which has the characteristic form of a step function with
the steps representing individual electronic shells. For ex-
ample, for atoms of the second period with a 1s core
vx
hole,resphas just one step with the higher plateau for the 1s

electrons and with a rather steep descent to low values in the
region of the 2s,2p electrons. In Ref. 42 it has been shown
within the generalization of the exchange-only Krieger–Li–
Iafrate approximation47 that the steps ofvx

hole,resporiginate

from the corresponding stepped structure of the derivative
dgx~r1,r2!/dr~r3! @see Eq.~19!# as a function ofr3 and an
expression has been obtained for individual step heights in
terms of the energetical characteristics of the corresponding
shell.

By construction,v resp presented in this paper contains
not only the exchange componentvx

hole,resp, but also the cor-
relation componentsvc

hole,respand vc,kin
resp @see Eq.~20!#. One

can see from Fig. 8 that for all systems thev respobtained are
everywhere positive, repulsive potentials. Though far from
perfect, the one-step structure can be recognized forv respof
BH with higher values for the core electrons and lower val-
ues for other electrons. The step pattern is disturbed, mainly,
by the cusps and wiggles ofv respnear the nuclei. In particu-
lar, v resp for HF has an especially deep cusp near the F
nucleus. One of the possible reasons for these features can be
the inclusion of the correlation effects. Another reason can
be the performance of the numerical procedure ofvxc con-
struction. Because of the singularity of the derivative ofr at
nuclei, it appears to be somewhat difficult, in general, to
achieve high numerical accuracy of the KS solution in the
core regions.4,9,10,11

Nevertheless, Fig. 8 represents a reasonable trend for
v resp in the series XH. For the heavier X atoms the step
exhibits a definite contraction~which should be more pro-
nounced for the real, unscaled coordinatez! and the height of
the stepde increases in accordance with its rough estimate28

FIG. 7. Comparison of the potentialsvc,kin for ~a! LiH and BH; ~b! BH and HF.
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de50.38AeHOMO2e1s, ~39!

wheree1s is the energy of the core orbital.
To sum up, the analysis ofvxc performed in this section

shows the role of its various components. Whilevxc
hole deter-

mines the general form ofvxc , v resp and vc,kin provide an
additional structure on top of that ofvxc

hole. Each component
of vxc displays its own characteristic structure,vxc

hole has wells
around the X nuclei and around the H nucleus of the Hd2

anionic atom of LiHvc,kin has peaks in the intershell and
bond midpoint regions, whilev resp displays steplike struc-
ture. The structure ofvxc and its components reflects effects
of electronic structure and electron correlation, such as the
ionicity of XH molecules and the variation of the form of the
exchange-correlation hole in various molecular regions.vxc

hole

and vc,kin , the ‘‘energetical’’ parts of vxc , yield the
exchange-correlation energy density, thus defining the local
energetical effect of the electron correlation.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper the molecular Kohn–Sham exchange-
correlation potentialsvxc and the energy densitiesexc have
been constructed fromab initio first- and second-order den-
sity matrices for the series XH~X5Li, B, F!. Comparison of
the molecular values of the KS kinetic functionalsTs andTc
obtained in this paper with the atomic ones obtained in Ref.
37 has revealed the effect of bond formation on these func-

tionals. The energies of the highest occupied KS MO calcu-
lated withvxc reproduce the experimental ionization energies
of XH.

The structure ofvxc andexc has been analyzed in terms
of their componentsvxc

hole, vc,kin andv resp. The form ofvxc
andexc is determined by a combination of the characteristic
features of their components, namely, the wells ofvxc

hole, the
peaks ofvc,kin and ~in the case ofvxc! the stepped-like pat-
terns of v resp. The relation of these features with various
effects of electronic structure and electron correlation has
been discussed. Anionic nature of atomic fragments Hd2 in
the LiH molecule and Fd2 in the HF molecule manifests
itself through the formation of local wells ofvxc in the cor-
responding regions.

The present results have shown sensitivity of the mo-
lecular KS solution obtained via the iterative procedure
~22!–~25! to the starting potentialvel

0 . This is especially true
for the regions near the nuclei. The stability of the procedure
also appears to decrease when going from the lighter LiH
and BH molecules to the heavier HF molecule. One of the
possible reasons of this is the local nature of the simple up-
dating formula~23!, ~24! for the potential of electron inter-
actionvel . According to this formula, the change of potential
at themth iterationDvel(r ) 5 vel

m(r ) 2 vel
m21(r ) depends ex-

plicitly only on the local density difference
Dr~r !5rm21~r !2r~r ! and the local ratiovm21~r !/r~r !,

Dvel~r !5
vel
m21~r !

r~r !
Dr~r !. ~40!

In this sense one can expect a better performance of an inte-
gral formula

Dvel~r !5E xs
21~r ,r 8!Dr~r 8!dr 8, ~41!

according to which the local potential changeDvel~r ! has a
proper nonlocal dependence onDr~r 8! in all pointsr 8. In Eq.
~41! xs

21 is the inverse static density response function. In
Ref. 3 it was proposed to use Eq.~41! for the construction of
vxc and in Refs. 7, 48 the corresponding scheme of calcula-
tions has been developed. Unfortunately, calculation of
xs

21~r , r 8! creates problems for its implementation3,48 and, to
our best knowledge, even for atomic systems there were no
reports onvxc constructed with the integral formula~41!.

Nevertheless, the procedure of Sec. III provides a rea-
sonable accuracy, in particular, for the constructed function
exc . This function contains only the ‘‘energetical’’ compo-
nents12vxc

hole, vc,kin of Vxc and it integrates to the energyExc ,

Exc5E r~r !exc
CI~r !dr5Wxc

CI1TCI2Ts ~42!

which, when obtained with a CI wave function of good qual-
ity, is a reasonable estimate of the accurateExc ~see Sec. V
for a discussion of the KS kinetic functionals!. Furthermore,
the dominating12vxc

hole~r ! term of exc~r ! is obtained directly
from ab initio r~r ! andr2~r1,r2!, providing also a reasonable
local quality ofexc as a function ofr .

FIG. 8. Comparison of the potentialsv resp.
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vxc~r ! andexc~r ! constructed from the correlatedr~r ,r 8!
and r2~r1,r2! contain important information about the local
effect of the electron correlation and can serve as a reference
for density functional approximations. In particular, this
opens new possibilities for modeling ofexc , which became
an essential part of the development of DFT.1,2 When devel-
oping a newexc , one can take into account not only the total
Exc values or the scaling and asymptotic properties of theExc
functional, but also the local behavior ofexc~r ! obtained from
ab initio wave functions for a representative set of atomic
and molecular systems. A promising option is to approxi-
mate directly the potential12vxc

hole~r ! and kinetic vc,kin(r )
components. Hopefully, an efficient approximation tovxc

hole

can be achieved with a function of the densityr and its
gradient, whilevc,kin , with its bond midpoint and intershell
peaks may require a less traditional orbital-dependent ap-
proximation. The corresponding work, as well as the refine-
ment of the procedure ofvxc~r ! and exc~r ! construction and
its application to different types of bonding situations, is in
progress.
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